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CFA urges suspension of CSU computer system
► State Auditor gives 
negative report to CSU's 
$662 million Common 
Management System
By Laura Newman
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
With massive budget cuts loom­
ing for the C SU  system, the 
California Faculty Association has 
called for a one-year suspension of 
spending on an expensive computer 
management system that was 
recently subject to a very negative 
report by the California State 
Auditor.
The C SU  system established
Common Management System 
(CM S) in 1998 to integrate and 
streamline its existing administra­
tive computing functions. The 
State Auditor reports that CM S 
will cost the university system $662 
million over a nine-year period 
(1998-99  to 2006-07), which is 
$300 million more than the CSU 
originally anticipated.
Additionally, the audit report 
suggests the C S U ’s procurement 
processes were riddled with poten­
tial improprieties and potential 
conflicts of interest among senior 
CSU  administrators who may have 
benefited financially from CM S 
contracts.
The audit was conducted at the
request of senator Richard Alarcon, 
D^San Fernando, and assemblyman 
Manny Diaz, D-San Jose, at the urg­
ing of the CFA, which represents 
23,000 C U S faculty members.
“The C SU  system needs to he 
brought under control,” said Susan 
Meisenhelder, president of the 
California Faculty Association. 
“The audit reveals one glaring 
example of a much larger problem 
with the management of the uni­
versity. Another example: There 
are nearly 1,000 administrators 
making more than $100,000 a year 
while more and more students are 
being stuffed into larger and larger 
classes.”
On April 3, the jo in t Legislative
“The CSU  system needs to be brought under control. 
The audit reveals one glaring example o f  a much larger 
problem with the management o f  the university.. . ”
Susan Meisenhelder
president of the California Faculty Association
Audit Committee (JLA C) of the 
State Senate and State Assembly 
held a hearing in Sacramento to 
receive testimony from the 
California State Auditor on her 
findings with CM S.
Patricia Evridge Hill, a member 
of the California Faculty 
Association’s Executive Committee 
and associate professot of history at
San Jose State University, said the 
Legislators present at the hearing 
were justifiably angry and frustrat­
ed.
“(The Legislators) asked 
Chancellor Reed some very hard 
questions about how the project 
(C M S) got so far with so many
see CMS, page 2
Pedaling for the troops
From left, agricul­
tural systems 
management 
senior Jake Perez, 
industrial technol­
ogy senior Billy 
Summers and 
forestry and nat­
ural resources 
senior Richard 
Dennis take a 
break at the third 
stop on Felton 
Street. Below, 
Summers and 
recreation adm- 
stration senior 
Liza Levinson get 
ready for the ride.
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By Michael Marquez
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
The first weekend back to Cal 
Poly usually consists of different 
forms of debauchery, be it party­
ing, arrests, nudity or chaos. This 
past weekend was no different, but
the debauchery was an attempt to 
change an ongoing trend.
Hundreds of Cal Poly students 
participated in the first-ever All 
American Hoopty Cruise, an 
event that consisted of partici-
see BIKERS, page 7
Poly to become stage 
for Hollywood stars
By Ryan McAdams
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
“Briijg out the fern B O T S !”
This is just one of the classic 
lines from the “Austin Powers” 
movie series said by Mindy 
Sterling, one of three movie and 
TV  actors coming to Cal Poly for 
“An Evening of Improv.”
The event is a showcase that will 
be held on Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Cal Poly Theatre, commencing 
an all-day workshop for 39 theatre 
majors, minors and alumni. The 
participants will perform with tour 
actors, who have been on numerous 
T V  shows including “Seinfeld ,” 
“Friends,” “Just Shoot Me,” “Will 
and Grace” and “Ellen.”
“This is the sixth workshop for 
the theatre department this year,” 
said Pam Malkin, a.ssociate depart­
ment head of the Cal Poly Theatre 
and Dance I3epartment. “But this is 
different, though, because it’s fol­
lowed by a public performance. It 
should be a really great show.”
The alumni association, called
HITCHCOCK
BRISTOW
STERLING
Friends and 
Network of 
Supporters of the 
Cal Poly Theatre 
Program and 
D a n c e  
D e p a r t m e n t  
(FA N S), is spon­
soring the event.
Sterling, who 
also appeared in 
“How the
G rinch Stole 
C h r i s t m a s , ” 
heads the list of 
p e r f o r m e r s .  
M i c h a e l  
H itchcock, a 
producer and 
writer for “MAD 
T V ” and actor in 
movies “Best in 
Show” and 
“W aiting for 
Guffman” and 
Patrick Bristow, 
who was in a
see IMPROV, page 2
Entrepreneur to show how 
to turn ideas into money
By Jenni Mintz
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Money is like warm apple pie. 
Everyone wants a piece.
David Cremin, managing partner of 
the DFJ Frontier Fund, will visit Cal 
Poly to show students how to taste a 
piece of the pie.
Cremin is experienced in entrepre­
neurship and venture capital. He will 
share his knowledge Thursday at 11 
a.m. during his presentation “Venture 
Capital for Your Idea” in Chumash 
Auditorium.
“I’m an entrepreneur at heart, so 1 
want to work with other entrepre-
“/ think that the students 
at any technical college or 
university should have the 
knowledge o f  how to bring 
a company or product to 
life.^ ’
David Cremin
entrepreneur
neurs,” Cremin said. “From our com­
pany and our funds, you will get start­
up funds and mentorship.”
see SPEAKER, page 2
U.S. forces seize control of Baghdad
► Republican Guard 
headquarters, airport 
taken in attack
By Chris Tomlinson and David Esp
A ssc x ia ted  P ress  W riters
BAGHDAD, Iraq —  U.S. forces 
battled the tattered remnants of Iraq’s 
army for control of downtown 
Baghdad on Tuesday, cru.shing a ccTun- 
terattack and seizing a military airport. 
Saddam Hussein’s fate was unknown 
after an attempt to kill him from the 
air.
Inside the capital to stay, some 
Army units routed Iraqi fighters from a 
Republican Guard headquarters.
Others discovered a 12-rtxim complex 
inside a cave, complete with white 
marble flcxirs, lO-kxit ceilings and flu­
orescent lighting.
Marines battled snipers as they 
fought deeper 
into the capital 
from the east. 
They seized the 
Rasheed AirpiYrt 
and captured 
enough ammuni­
tion for an esti­
mated 3,000 tnxips. Ominously, they 
also took a prison where they found 
U.S. Anny unifcTrms and chemical 
weapons suits ptissibly belonging to 
American POWs.
On the city’s northern side. Army
H i ID
forces set a Republican Guard barracks 
ablaze. Warplanes flew their bombing 
runs unchallenged, and smoke pourcxl 
out of the Ministry of Planning build­
ing in the city’s center.
“We are continuing to maintain (xir 
ability to conduct operations around 
and in Baghdad, and remove them 
from regime control” .said Capt. Frank 
Thorp, a .spokesman at U.S. Central 
Command.
State-run Iraqi television was 
knocked off the air, depriving the 
regime of a key stxirce of influence 
over a population thmight increasing­
ly eager to help the forces isf Operation 
Iraqi Freedom.
see WAR, page 2
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Four days afcer Americans first 
penetrated the E^hdad outskirts, the 
city showed the effects of the war. 
Civilians roamed the streets with 
Kalastinikov rifles in hand, unct)llect- 
ed garbage piled up and there were 
long lines at the reduced number of 
giisoline stations still open.
The toll on civiliarvs from Kxir days 
of urban combat was unknown. But 
the Wt>rld Health Organiation said 
Biighdad s ht)spitaLs were ninning out 
t)f supplies to treat the bums, shrapnel 
wiHirkls and spinal injuries caused by 
the fighting.
There were military losses for the 
Americans amid the gains.
An A '10 “Warthog” w'arplane was 
shot down near Baghdad early in the 
day, believed to be the first fixed-wing 
aircraft downed by an Iraqi surface-to- 
air missile since the war began. U.S. 
C^entral Qimmand said the pilot 
ejected safely, was recovered by 
ground K)rces ;ind was in gtxxl a>ndi- 
tion.
A U.S. F-15E jet fighter and its 
two-man crew also have been missing 
since Sunday, the military announced 
Tuesday. It was not known what hap­
pened to the plane.
Outside the capital, U.S. jets 
bombed Iraqi positions near the 
northern city of Kirkuk, which 
remained under control of the regime. 
In the southeastern city of Amarah, 
Marines seizetl the airport and an 
ammunition dump without resis­
tance.
In Basra, a southern city of 1.3 mil­
lion people under British control at 
last, military officials appointed a 
local sheik as a civilian commander, 
the first replacement administration 
put into place anywhere in the coun­
try.
CMS
continued from page 1
problems and how the university 
could spend money so cavalierly,” 
Hill said. “The Chancellor was put 
on the spot and did not have good 
answers.”
Meisenhelder pointed out that
projected cost of CM S equaled 
more than $72 million per year.
“The average course taught by a 
lecturer costs $ 5 ,0 0 0 ,” 
Meisenhelder said. “So suspending 
CM S could open up the equivalent 
of 14,000 classes next year.”
Hill had her own ideas.
“This is a mess and we shouldn’t 
spend any more money before 'the 
Legislature can investigate,” Hill
said. “In the meantime, the money 
should be re-directed to the instruc­
tional budget.”
The audit report states the uni­
versity does not fully agree with all 
of the findings on the audit, but 
agrees in nearly all cases with the 
Auditor’s recommendations.
Hill said students and faculty 
should be watchful of CM S spend­
ing during the next term.
“1 think what we are going to be 
hearing in the next few weeks is the 
administration saying that they 
have read the audit and will com­
ply,” Hill said. “1 think it is incum­
bent on us to keep our eyes open 
and make sure that they don’t get 
off the hook. Students and faculty 
should be aware.”
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IMPROV
continued from page 1
number of sitcoms including “Curb 
Your Enthusiasm,” will also per­
form.
Those performing from Cal Poly 
are also members of Smile and Nod, 
the theatre program’s improv com­
pany.
“I’m really excited to perform 
with (the film actors),” said Sarah 
Claspell, a theatre and business 
junior and the president of Smile
and Nod. “1 hope to learn the rules 
that help me be more comfortable 
on stage.”
Tickets are $10 for students and 
$25 for non-students. They can be 
purchased at the door or in advance 
by calling Malkin at 756-6071. 
Doors open at 6:45 p.m. A brief
introduction and announcement
about FANS and the presentation
of the FANS scholarship will start
«
the night at 7:30 p.m.
Proceeds will go toward scholar­
ships and additional workshtjps in 
the theatre department.
SPEAKER
continued from page 1
TTe presentation is part of a series 
of public discussions sponsored by 
California Central Coast Research 
Partnership (C^RP) to bring industry 
leaders to campus for talks about tech­
nology and business. The speaker 
series was popularized and seems to 
work very well, C^RP program manag­
er Mike Manchak said.
Manchak organized the speaker 
series to link the community to the 
college and said the talks work well in 
small, remote communities.
“David Cremin is genuinely inter­
ested in talking to students and faculty 
and the public abc)ut new ideas in 
technologies that can be funded 
thrciugh his venture capital company,” 
Manchak said. “He isn’t just going to 
talk about what venture capital is all 
about, but to mostly hear new ideas 
and to offer investments in their ideas 
or technology. He is looking for early- 
stage ideas; there are no stages too 
early.”
Cremin works in Santa Barbara and 
visits technical schools on the Central 
Coast, tapping out resources and ener­
gy to help start-up companies.
“1 think that the students at any 
technical college or university should 
have the knowledge of how to bring a 
company or pnxluct to life,” Cremin 
said. “By going to Cal Poly, 1 hope I’m 
adding to the education. Any entre­
preneur has to have access to capital to 
get their idea, technology and pnxluct 
off the gnxind.”
Cremin has had extensive personal 
experience in this process. He started
“I think a lot o f  people 
now have good ideas, but 
students either think they 
are too young to make 
anything happen, or they 
think it is out o f  reach/*
Paul Manges
business sophomore
his own start-up company with the 
assistance of another venture capitalist 
while a student at Stanford University.
“1 learned how to build a profitable 
company quickly,” Cremin said. 
“Some of the best companies in 
America have been started with very 
small amounts of venture capital, and 
have been at first boot-strapped and 
have grown very quickly into the 
giants that we know them to be texlay, 
like Bill Gates and Microsoft or Apple 
G)mputers.”
Student with ideas or technological 
experience are urged to attend.
Business sophomore Paul Hanges 
said he thinks the discussion is worth 
going to, especially for business majors 
kxiking to expand their knowledge.
“1 think a lot of people now have 
gcxxl ideas, but students either think 
they are too young to make anything 
happen, or they think it is out of 
reach,” Hanges said. “The lecture is a 
gixxJ starting point for anyone with an 
idea and for people who are trying to 
make things happen. It is what yixi 
call an investment for the future.”
For more information, visit the DFJ 
Web site at www.dfjfrontier.com.
The University of
Montana
Sum m er Sem ester 2003
Reading your favorite literature as you watch the sun rise over the beautiful 
Rocky Mountains
Hearing the unique song of the Western Meadowlark as you study its body 
structure and flight patterns
Inhaling the sweet fragrance of mountain wildflowers as you aeate prose
Expenencing the beauty of Montana as you form new friendships in 
student-centered classes
Enjoying the mountainous views as you study the history of rock and roll
I m a g in e i . .
Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjoy the benefits 
of a community large enough to support a diverse culture, yet small 
enough to provide a friendly atmosphere
Immersing yourself in Big Sky Country as you learn about Montana culture
Escape to The University of Montana where you 
can balance academics with recreation and relaxation.
Register today and enjoy UM's relaxed campus atmosphere,
innovative course offerings and exciting outdoor activities.
•
For more information, visit 
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-4470
m x m t u n o é o c n u î t e r .  c o m
Coming up this week
^Hunger Homelessness Awareness 
Week Art Gallery Opening - An exhibit 
created by homeless clients of the Prado 
Day Center will open at the San Luis 
Obispo Art Center Friday from 5 to 8 p.m. 
The display runs through April 19.
*'An Evening of Improv' - The theatre and 
dance department is hosting a benefit for 
the Cal Poly theatre program Saturday 
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the Cal Poly 
Theatre.Tickets are available in advance or 
at the door and are $10 for students and 
$25 for others.
www.mustangdaily.calpoly.edu
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NationalRriefs
Two dead in Massachusetts 
hospital shooting
BOSTON  —  A man and a 
woman who worked at 
Massachusetts General Hospital 
were shot to death in an office 
Tuesday, and police said they were 
alone at the time.
Authorities would not say 
whether it was a murder-suicide, hut 
police spokeswoman Mariellen 
Burns said investigators don’t 
believe anyone else was involved 
and were not seeking suspects. She 
said several shots were fired from a 
handgun found in the office. Dr. 
Brian McGovern, a prominent car­
diologist, and a woman who worked 
at the hospital were pronounced 
dead when they arrived at the emer­
gency nx)m.
Police said they had not released 
the woman’s name because her fam­
ily had not been notified. Hospital 
officials also declined to release 
details about her or her job.
Neither police nor hospital offi­
cials would comment on a possible 
motive for the shooting. Bums said 
police were waiting for autopsy 
results and interviewing people who 
worked in the office as well as people 
who knew the two.
The shtx)ting ttx)k place at about 
10 a.m. in a small office in the hos­
pital’s Cardiac Arrhythmia Center 
and Electrophysiology Lab, where 
McGovern worked, according to Dr. 
Peter Slavin, president of the hospi­
tal.
McGovern, 47, a native of 
Ireland, was co-director of the hospi­
tal’s Cardiac Arrhythmia Service 
and specialized in treating patients 
with disturbances of the heart 
rhythm. He also was an assistant pro­
fessor of medicine at Harvard 
Medical School.
House passes bill to ban trade 
in conflict diamonds
WASHINGTON —  Diamonds
that finance and fan African civil 
wars would be banned from U.S. 
import and export under a bill passed 
by the House on Tuesday.
“It makes a step in the right direc­
tion to wage war on the internation­
al trade nexus of money, diamonds 
and weaptins, which help fuel con­
flicts in Africa,” said Gregory Meeks, 
D-N.Y.
The bill, passed 419-2 with one 
member voting present, enters the 
United States into an international 
agreement that bans trade in so- 
called conflict diamonds. The 
Senate Finance Committee 
approved a similar bill last week.
The international agreement, 
known as the Kimberley Process, 
includes representatives of the dia­
mond industry, human rights groups 
and dozens of other nations. TTie 
group requires that traded diamonds 
come with certification that they 
were mined from legitimate sources.
Conflict diamonds have been 
linked to civil wars in Sierra Leone 
and Angola. The rebels use forced 
lalxir to mine diamonds, then use 
the prtKeeds to purchase weapons 
and finance military action.
Tlie U.S. Customs Service will 
monitor the diamond trade and fine 
anyone who violates the ban. Rep. 
Christopher Smith, R-N.J., asked 
the agency to kxik into whethet sev­
eral countries participating in the 
Kimberley Process, including 
Zimbabwe and the Central African 
Republic, still trade in conflict dia­
monds.
It is estimated that trade in con­
flict or “bkxxl” diamonds makes up 
less than 4 percent of the annual 
global diamond trade.
Calif, Vermont may not receive 
tobacco settlement money
OLYMPIA, Wash. —  State lead­
ers from Vermont to California, 
hooked on annual payments from 
their landmark settlement with the 
tobacco industry, are worried a 
multibillion-dollar court order 
against Philip Morris might keep
them from getting their next check. 
Some cash-strapped states have 
already spent their share of the $2.6 
billion that Philip Morris is sup- 
fx)sed to distribute April 15 as part of 
the settlement.
But an Illinois judge’s demand for 
a $12 billion appeal bond from 
Philip Morris may interrupt pay­
ments states rely on for everything 
from children’s health to basic gov­
ernment services.
The tobacco maker is appealing, 
and the same judge said Tuesday that 
he thinks the plaintiffs and the com­
pany can come up with a compro­
mise. Judge Nicholas Byron did not 
issue a ruling, but the two sides are 
scheduled to return to court 
Thursday, said plaintiffs’ lawyer 
Stephen Tillery.
In 1998, four tobacco companies 
agreed to settle states’ claims for 
smoking-related health care costs by 
paying them $206 billion over 25 
years. Philip Morris, the largest in 
the group, pays about half the set­
tlement, which covers 46 states.
Recently, a Madison County, 111. 
judge awarded $10.1 billion in a 
class-action lawsuit alleging that 
Philip Morris misled smokers into 
believing “light” cigarettes are less 
harmful. Philip Morris must post a 
$12 billion bond before it can appeal 
the judgment —  equal to the 
amount of the award plus $2 billion 
in legal fees.
IntemationalBriefs
Criticism pours in as sentences 
for Cuban dissidents become 
known
HAVANA —  Governments and 
human rights activists around the 
world condemned Cuba’s crackdown 
on the opposition, saying Tuesday 
that the quick trials and long prison 
sentences flagrantly violated inter­
national norms.
TTie crackdown is “the natural 
expression of a dictatorship that has 
been oppressing human rights for 
years,” Peruvian writer Mario Vargas
Llosa, a longtime critic of President 
Fidel Castro, said during a visit to 
Madrid.
By Tuesday, kx:al human rights 
activists confirmed that at least 75 
members of the opposition had been 
prosecuted on state security charges 
in summary trials lasting no more 
than one day each.
The known sentences for abtiut 
half of them ranged from 15 to 27 
years; the remaining sentences were 
expected by week’s end.
Another four of those arrested in 
the crackdown were prosecuted on 
lesser crimes and received much 
shorter sentences, measured in 
months rather than years, veteran 
activist Elizardo Sanchez said.
“We are witnessing the harshest 
pxilitical trials of the past decade,” 
said Sanchez, among the few leading 
government opp<inents not arrested 
last month.
Serbian police: Premier's killing 
part of plot for Milosevic allies 
to take power
BELGRADE, Serbia-Montenegro 
—  The assassination of Serbia’s 
prime minister was orchestrated by a 
shadowy group that wanted to 
replace the pro-Western govern­
ment with allies of Slobodan 
Milosevic, investigators said 
Tuesday.
The group behind Zoran 
Djindjic’s March 12 killing —  called 
the “Hague Brotherhixxl” —  hoped 
the assassination would create wide­
spread chaos and planned to follow 
with a coup against Serbia’s govern­
ment, the officials told The 
Associated Press on condition of 
anonymity.
But Djindjic’s Democratic Party 
quickly named a succe.ssor after his 
death and police cracked down hard, 
arresting 7,000 people, effectively 
spoiling the plan.
Police believe a feared paramili­
tary group known as the Unit for 
Special Operations, formed during 
Milosevic’s rule, played a large role 
in the Hague BrotherhixxJ. Its
deputy commander, Zvezdan 
Jovanovic, was arrested soon after 
Djindjic’s slaying on suspicion of 
being the assassin.
Court reaffirms embryo screen­
ing to select donor siblings for 
sick children
LONLX3N —  Couples can screen 
their test-tube embryos to ensure the 
baby’s tissue provides a match to 
help cure a sick sibling, an appeals 
court ruled Tuesday.
The ruling by the Court of Appxjal 
in London is the latest step in a 16- 
month-long legal battle between 
Britain’s fertility regulator and an 
anti-abortion group, which claims 
such screening could lead to the cre- 
atiim of designer babies for spare 
Kidy parts.
In December 2001, Britain’s 
Human Fertilization and 
Embryology Authority said couples 
undergoing in vitro fertilization, 
who already were having their 
embryos screened for serious heredi­
tary diseases, could also get a license 
to have them tested for tissue match­
ing to save the life of a sibling.
The anti-abortion group 
Comment On Reproductive Ethics 
went to the High Court to block the 
licenses, arguing that Parliament 
alone should decide on such issues.
At the center of the legal wran­
gling were Shahana and Raj 
Hashmi, a couple striving to con­
ceive a fifth child as an umbilical 
cord bkxxl donor for their seriously 
ill 4-year-old, Zain. They had been 
granted the first license under the 
2001 ruling.
But the High Court ruled in 
l')ecember 2002 that the embryology 
authority had no legal power to 
license embryo selection by “tissue 
typing” to help sick siblings. That 
ruling put on hold the Hashmis’ 
license and the embryology regulator 
appealed.
Briefs compiled from The Associated 
Press wire service by Mustang Daily 
editor in chief Stephen Curran.
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Spanish Language Immersion Program
General Information Meeting
Wednesday, April 9 ,6  pm
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Summer 2003 - Cuernavaca
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H Dr. William Martinez, 756-2889. 
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Ik Continuing Education at 756-2053, 
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http://www.conrinuing-ed.calpoly.edn/travel_inex.html
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Booty Shakin'
"Crown prince of pimp" comes to SLO
► Har Mar Superstar 
brings sexual antics, 
soulful music to Z-Pie 
Saturday night
By Josh Petray
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WfiFTER
He Uxiks like Ron Jeremy, sings like 
Marvin Gaye, swings his hips like 
Prince and isn’t afraid to strip in front 
ot an audience.
Pom-star styled musician Har Mar 
Superstar will perform at Z-Pie 
Saturday at 7 p.m. Levi Valentines will 
open the show and all ages are wel­
come.
“Har Mar’s sexual prowess is uncan­
ny.’’ said Eddy Numbskull of 
Numbskull Prcxluctions, purx'eyor ot 
all-ages concerts on the Central G)ast. 
“His cross-gender animal magnetism 
will shiKk and awe this conserv’ative 
town.”
Numbskull said he Kxiked the show 
to draw a huge crowd.
Har Mar Superstar plays a variety of 
R&B sex jams mixed with funk, jazz 
and disco and has been known to start 
dance parties at his shows, which may 
include an iKcasional striptease.
“The Ux:al scene will be inhibition- 
free come Saturday night,” Numbskull 
said.
Har Mar flaunts his sexual endeav­
ors and musical accomplishments with 
self-prix;laimed superstardom on his 
official Web site, ww-w.hannarsuper- 
star.com.
On the site, Har Mar said that he 
has “made out with so many mixlels it’s 
ridiculous,” and that “I’m the best, buy 
my f-king record!”
He diiesn’t stop there.
“I was the best-dresseil attendee at 
the MTV Video Music Awards as Kelly
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Pimp or pauper? Har Mar Superstar will bring his seductive stylings and brash attitude to San Luis Obispo this weekend on a one-off per­
formance between dates on his tour with Kelly Osbourne. With song titles like 'Baby Do You Like My Clothes?,"Wet Lovin' and 'One Dirty 
Minute/ he is also known for the occasional striptease to break out at his shows.
OsK)ume’s date,” Har Mar said on the 
site. ■
Bom Harold Martin Tillman, Har 
Mar Superstar hails from St. Paul, 
Minn., and is the brother of indie-rock 
musician Sean Tillman of Sean Na Na 
and Calvin Krime.
His most recent album, “You Can 
Feel Me,” was released by Warner 
Bn>thers in December 2002 and follows 
his self-titled album, “Har Mar 
Superstar,” released in 2000 by record 
label Kill Rock Stars.
Numbskull said Har Mar Superstar
would impress 
local audiences.
“Given the 
fact that Har 
Mar and 1 are 
c u r r e n t l y  
r o m a n tic a lly  
involved ... 1
would like to
think that he would bring his ‘A’ game 
to wow the liKals,” Numbskull said.
KCPR promotion director Patrick 
Gispert and his band, Leroi, performed 
along with Levi Valentines at
“Har Mars sexual prowess is uncanny.
His cross-gender animal magnetism will 
shock and awe this conservative town.'*
Eddy Numbskull
Concert Promoter
Earthiest. Gispert’s duties include
booking shows at Z-Pie and other Kxal 
venues.
“This is the first time Z-Pie has coor­
dinated a show with Numbskull
Productions and it’s definitely going to 
be a sex-charged set,” Gispert said. 
“There’s no way you can be in the same 
nx)m with Levi Valentines and not 
hear their music or see their sexual the­
atrics.”
So what can San Luis Obispo expect 
from the show? Numbskull summed it 
up best.
“L(X)k for the crown prince of pimp 
to deliver,” Numbskull said. “Big time.”
Tickets are available at B(X) Btx) 
Records and online at www.tick- 
etweb.com.
Under the Radar
Posies' music not a 'Disgrace' after all
By Grant Shellen
MUSTANG CMULY STAFF WIVTB«
Why is it that some getYgraphic 
regions seem more musically well 
endowed than others? Why was 
l>etixiit the center of 1960s and ‘70s 
soul and R&B rather than, say. Fort 
Wayne, Ind.? Why has Nashville 
beciYme the country music Mecca 
instead of nearby BiYwling Green, Ky.?
Whatever the reastin, the early-to 
mid-1990s taught us to expect nothing 
but edgy, angst-ridden riKk from 
Seattle. And edgy, angst-ridden rock 
we got, until we decided Eddie Vedder 
was actually kind t>f creepy and we real­
ly wanted was the Spice Girls. And by 
the time we realized what idiots we 
were, some truly great artists had 
slipped right by us.
One such act out of Eiellingham, 
Wash., was The Posies. Built on the 
songwriting partnership of Jon Auer 
and Ken Stringfellow, the band was 
signed by the I>ivid Gefifen Qimpany 
in the late 1980s after a promising 
poppy debut on an indie label.
Following two mixlerately successful 
albums for Geffen, the band released 
“Amazing Disgrace” in 1996, withmit 
much suppxYit from the label. Not sur­
prisingly, the album sold pcxirly and 
Geffen dropped the band.
Despite its lack of commercial suc­
cess, “Amazing Disgrace” is easily TTie 
Posies’ most interesting record for sev­
eral reastYiTs.
TTuhi^  its predecessor, “Frosting on 
the Beater,” rocked harder than the 
first two Posies albums, “Disgrace” 
delved even deeper into a heavily dis­
torted, punk-influenced sound. Auer 
and Stringfellow’s power pop sensibili­
ty -  their stn>n^st point by far -  is not 
buried in the frizz, but rather augment­
ed by it. The tight, well-executed vocal 
harmonies that characterized 
“Frosting” carry over onto this record, 
only with a little more inteasity.
Tire more aggressive sound (thanks 
partly to a new rhythm section consist­
ing of Joe Howard on bass and Brian 
Young on dnims), together with some 
more lush, mellow tunes, provides a 
musical backdrop that’s almost as sharp 
as the duo’s offbeat, (Yft-cynical lyrics. 
On “Throwaway,” Auer laments, “Now 
I don’t want to think, and 1 don’t want 
to feel/ 1 wasn’t aware this was part of 
the deal.” Stringfellow sings lines like, 
“Life, what preci(xis moments/And it’s 
only getting worse,” with equal despair.
The songwriters’ humor cuts 
through, too. Auer’s “Hate Song” could 
have been written by substituting 
antonyms for key phrases in early 
Beatles songs (“I’m writing you a hate
The Posies - Amazing Disgrace 
Geffen Records, 1996
scYng/1 don’t want to have to hold your 
hand”) and Stringfellow belts out the 
distrustful anthem “Everybtxly Is A F -  
king Liar.”
The give-and-take energy between 
the two partners truly shines on 
“Amazing Disgrace,” and the differ­
ence in their lyrical, musical and vocal 
styles keeps the sound fresh throughout 
this gritty, yet beautiful record.
The Posies released several other 
albums in various incarnations 
throughout the last seven years, and 
the band’s members have explored 
many solo and side projects. Talk of a 
new Posies album is even in the works. 
But “Amazing Disgrace” stands as the 
band’s most energetic, clever and criti­
cally acclaimed work.
Grant Shellen is an amazing disgrace.
The Recycle Bin
'Kiss Me Deadly'sets the 
bar for private eye flicks
By Doug Keesey
MUSTANG DAILY CONTtUBUTOR
A number of hardboiled detective 
films have experimented with 
putting viewers in place of the pri­
vate eye, getting us to share his 
inquiry and bafflement, his lust and 
rage. “Lady in the Lake,” shot 
entirely from the perspective of its 
private investigator so that we 
receive the kisses and punches along 
with him, is probably the most 
extreme (but ultimately failed and 
tedious) example of this trend.
No 1950s film noir is as successful 
at evoking shared shock and fear as 
“Kiss Me Deadly.” Mixing in ele­
ments of paranoid sci-fi and horror, 
this film noir is both brutally real 
and wildly surreal.
Ralph Meeker plays Mickey 
Spillane’s Mike Hammer as a tough- 
talking, hard-hitting private dick so 
over the top that viewers today still 
debate whether his p>erformance was 
intended as a parcxly of machismo.
The dialogue is priceless (“1 want 
you to kiss me —  the liar’s kiss that 
says 1 love you and means something 
else”).
The direction —  moody, fast 
moving and visceral in its impact —
is-superb. And the solution to the 
mystery —  ’’the great whatsit” —  is 
strange beyond your wildest dreams 
and has haunted film history, includ­
ing “Pulp Fiction.”
As Tim Lucas of “Video 
Watchdog” described it, “shot with 
style to burn, ‘Kiss Me Deadly’ cold- 
cocks the viewer from start to fin­
ish.”
(1955; 106 min.; b/w; VHS/DVD)
Doug Keesey is a Cal Poly film  
professor.
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Supporting troops 
overseas through 
the Internet
Q I want to show my support for American troops in and♦  around Iraq. How do I send them messages and other items♦  to show I care?
A Grandma’s attic is filled with them; fourth graders spent ♦  hours last week decorating them and someone in Iraq should ♦  he excited to see them. Letters to soldiers are probably as old 
as war itself.
In previous military operations, those wishing to support the 
deployed troops could send a letter addressed to “Any Service Member” 
and expect to have it delivered abroad and brighten a soldier’s day. 
However, security concerns prompted the Department of Defense to 
ban any mail addressed as such. A letter to the tr(K>ps in Iraq and sur­
rounding countries must be addressed to a specific person, including the 
soldier’s full name, rank, unit and APO ZIP code. Unfortunately, the 
APO ZIP codes for soldiers in and around Iraq are only made available 
to family and close friends of the soldiers.
Si> how do you show your support with all of the strict security mea­
sures in place? It appears the Internet is the answer. Web sites such as 
www.anyservicemember.navy.mil allow you to send messages to soldiers 
through an e-mail forum. Soldiers with Internet access can read the 
messages and those withtiut often receive the letters of support down­
loaded by their company com­
manders. For a list of ways to 
e-mail the troops, visit 
www.estripes.com and click 
the “Messages of Support” 
link. You can also sign the 
online “Tktank You” note at 
www.defendamerica.com. To 
date, more than 13 million 
people have signed in support 
of American mxjps.
For those who wish to show 
more support, organizations 
can “Adopt-a-Sailor" or
“Adopt a Platoon.”
There are various sites that can match you with a soldier so you can 
send gifts and messages of support abroad. If you are involved in an orga­
nization that wishes to show your support through weekly letters and 
care packages, check out www.operation-enterprise.org or www.adopta- 
platoc)n.org. You can apply to be matched with a soldier or a group of 
soldiers by this organization, which is run by volunteer mothers of mil­
itary personnel.
The “Adopt a Platoon” site gives an extensive list of what to send in 
a care package to a soldier, including everything from basic personal 
hygiene pnxlucts to instant oatmeal. The site also includes a list of 
theme care packages thoughtfully put together by the mothers who run 
this program.
As far as what you should send in a package, each country has regu­
lations as to what can be mailed into their borders. Commonly contra­
band items include alcohol, tobacco, pork or pork by-products and any 
anti'Islamic propaganda. It is recommended that you list all of the con­
tents of the package.
In this time of war, many organizations have developed ways to help 
support American troops through electronic messages and soldier 
matching pn>grams. A quick look online can connect you with several 
resources to show you care, even if you do not necessarily support the 
war effort.
Sara Howell is a journalism  senior and Mustang Daily columnist.
Troubleshixiter is your chance to get answers to the questions 
plaguing your everyday life. Don’t know the quickest route from the 
parking lot to class? Not sure what the contents of a hot dog are? 
Ask Tnxibleshoiiter any question, from dating to why it's hard to 
figure out how many classes you need to graduate. E-mail your 
questions to troubleshooterMD@hotmail.com and Troubleshooter
will get on it.
MustangD A ILY  ®
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No room for medical mistakes
As if the horror of hearing you have cancer and the pain of undergoing surgery to remove it is not enough, try realizing that it was all simply a pnx:edural mistake. 
For Linda McDougal, a 46-year-old mother of three, this sit­
uation became an unfortunate reality. After being told she had 
breast cancer, McI3ougal allowed her physicians to perfonn a 
double mastectomy. It was only after both of her breiists were 
removed that dixrtors realized they were mistaken; she did not 
have cancer.
In light of the controversy surrounding medical malpractice 
_  suits, McLXjugal’s story fuels the
debate among lawmak­
ers, physicians and patients.
The debate, which pits physicians against patients (and 
their lawyers) is undoubtedly straining the health care profes­
sion. With the threat of a malpractice suit and siiaring liabili­
ty rates, many physicians are forced tt) reconsider the financial 
viability of their practices. As a result, regions in which pre­
miums have become intolerable arc left without adequate 
mcxlical coverage.
In January, West Virginia received national attention when 
39 surgeons walked off the job at tour hospitals to protest the 
rising malpractice insurance rates.
Tlie latest attempt to assuage the monumental problem of 
malpractice suits is the Bipartisan Health Act of 2003. The 
legislation, which is co-s{X)nsored by roughly 120 House of 
Representatives members, would limit medical malpractice 
awards. In addition to placing a cap of $250.000 on non-eco- 
nomic damages, such as pain and suffering, the bill would 
also limit the number of years a plaintiff has to tile a liabili­
ty suit.
In his State of the Union address. President Bush said the 
following: “To improve our health care system we must address 
one of the prime causes of higher cost: The constant threat 
that physicians and hospitals will be unfairly sued. Becau.se of 
excess litigation, everybody pays more for health care and 
many parts of America are losing fine doctors.”
While I understand that hwnans are capable 
o f making an honest mistake, those who prO' 
vide Ufe giiing and saving services should not 
make mistakes.
Opponents of the bill argue the legislation would deny the 
patients’ right to compensate for any damages incurred during 
a medical pnxedure. Lawmakers, such as House Majority 
l.eader Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., assert that the legislation will 
curb patients’ rights instead of expantling them.
According to the Public Citizen’s Report on Medical 
Misdiagnosis in We.st Virginia, only 14 percent of dixrtors who 
made 10 or more malpmctice payouts between 1990 and 2002 
have been disciplined. This statistic is magnified by the fact 
that medical errors account fot 283 to 630 deaths each year 
and cost affected families $109 million to $186 million per 
year.
There is undoubtedly a need for malpractice suits. 
Situations like McDougal’s indicate that negligible physicians 
must be held responsible for their actions. A regulatory system 
is clearly needed to ensure that metlical errors are treated 
accordingly ;uid a patient’s suffering is taken into considera- 
tit>n. The recent adoption of a system for tracking medical 
errors may provide needed relief. The system, operated by the 
Health and Human Serv’ices LVpartment, relies on voluntary 
reporting but promises confidentialit>’ to hospitals and dtxitors 
while improving patient safety.
While 1 understand that humans are capable of making an 
honest mistake, those who provide life-giving and saving ser­
vices should not make mistakes. TTie process and amtiunt of 
experts involved in any medical pnx;edure should ensure 
errors will not be made.
Genevieve Fussell is a Journalism senior and Mustang Daily 
contributor.
Letter to the editor
Protest is not un-American 
Editor,
In response to Casey Qimstock’s letter (“Moore has 
nothing to complain about,” April 3), 1 am getting sick and 
tired of being called anti-American, just because someone 
does not agree with George W. Bush and his war politics 
does not make him or her “anti-American” or in favor of 
terorrism. 1 am also sick of people not making the distinc­
tion between supporting our troops and supporting the war. 
1 personally have friends fighting in Iraq and hope they 
come home safe, but 1 am also very opposed to this war that 
we shouldn’t even be fighting.
On top of all this, Michael Moore’s “Bowling for 
Gilumbine” was an eye opener and by far the best movie 1 
saw all year. You should go see it and decide for yt>urselves.
P.S. Please do not respond to this with your Republican 
opinion, because I really don’t care.
Deborah Dommel is an industrial engineering senior.
'Good faith'jokes still offensive 
Editor,
In response to Matthew Rayhbuck (“Holbus is funny, 
not ignorant,” April 3), 1 must say his defense of John 
Holbus is repugnant. What Mr. Rayhbuck is suggesting is 
that as long as someone makes a joke in “gcxxl faith,” that 
no matter how offensive it might be, it is still OK. .
With this logic, if 1 walked around saying the “joke” 
(and 1 use the word very loosely) “W hat’s the difference 
between a pizza and a jew.^’ all day long and in front of all 
my Jewish friends, they cannot possibly find the answer 
offensive because I’m “obviously joking.” What if I joking­
ly called my African-American roommate a n * ’"’"*r? Is that 
still OK because 1 am joking? What if 1 called any African-
American that word? Would that be OK?
How about if I started calling white people “crackers” as 
a joke? I’m sure nobody would be offended by that.
1 cannot believe you have the audacity to tell me that 
racism and ignorance are OK as long as you make it jok­
ingly.
Perhaps you are right Mr. Rayhbuck, and racism was far 
from his mind, but that is really beside the p*oint. TTie pttint 
is that what he said was offensive. Take Trent Lott, for 
example; I’m sure he didn’t mean anything racist when he 
said a segregationist should have won the presidency. But 
then again, Trent Lott apologized very publicly aKiut his 
comments and then resigned. I’m still waiting for John to 
follow his Republican leader.
Brian Takeuchi is a landscape architecture sophomore.
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Is Harry Potter becom ing classist?
There used to he a time when children could go to a whole new world simply through the pages of a well- loved hook. Books from the library, the Book-Go- 
Round and even the Scholastic Book Club were treasured. 
But times have changed, and many children won’t settle for 
the dog-eared hooks at the library; many won’t even settle 
tor reading as entertainment anymore. Then came Harry 
Potter.
Harry Potter, a wizard-in-training, seemed to take the
^  ______  - world by storm. His tales of magic
^ O n f i n r i 0 l 1 i d r y  wands, mail-dehvering owls and
potions made fans of adults and 
children alike. Now the fifth hook in the series, “Harry 
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix,’’ is expected to hit 
bookstores at a hetty sum. The suggested retail price of the 
hook is set at $29.99, a $4.04 increase from the previous 
hook, “Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire.” It seems that 
getting children to read doesn’t come cheap.
Even it the hooks found their way to local libraries, every­
body would want them. The wait for a child to finally get 
hold of the hook would feel like an eternity. So children will 
need to start saving up their allowances or find a new hobby.
The magic o f  reading should he found inside 
the pages, as opposed to needing magic to sim  ^
ply afford the book.
But this is also 2003; in-home bookshelves have been cleared 
to make room for Playstations, X-Boxes' and Gamecuhes. 
W hen popular hooks start getting to he the same price as 
video games, which one do you think they will choose: The 
book or the game?
The Potter series was written by British author J.K. 
Rowling. W hen she wrote the first hook, Rowling was a 
divorced, unemployed single parent living on public assis­
tance. At that time she might not have been able to afford 
her own hook. So with her novels bringing in worldwide 
sales of more than $190 million, wouldn’t the ethical choice 
he to make the hooks affordable to everyone? In addition, 
there is the money she is getting from Potter memorabilia, 
including Potter dolls, trading cards, puzzles and stationary.
Oh, did I forget to mention the two box-office hits? The 
first movie, “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone,” made
$188.1 million just 10 days after it hit the silver screen in 
November 2001, according to top40-charts.com. So now 
Rowling is a self-made millionaire taking full advantage of 
the concept of supply and demand. How could a former 
teacher he so greedy?
The novel is scheduled for release June 21. Amazon.com is 
preparing for the arrival by taking orders before the hook 
even hits the shelves. The site is also selling it for $17.99, a 
40 percent discount. Yet smaller bookstores won’t he able to 
provide such discounts. They simply can’t afford them.
Times have changed. The hooks of our generation, 
“Charlie and the Chocolate Factory” and “James and the 
Giant Peach,” are selling for pennies compared to the Potter 
collection. They are just $5.99 on amazon.com. Although 
they are much shorter then the 700 pages of “The Order of 
the Phoenix,” 1 think hmh authors and publishers lost the 
point. The magic of reading should he found inside the 
pages, as opposed to needing magic to simply afford the 
hook.
Andrea Svoboda is a Journalism  senior and Mustang Daily 
contributor.
Time of war 
doesn't eliminate 
travel time
We’ve all heard the travel warnings. W e’ve all watched the terror alert colors change from green to orange and hack again (colors seem to change depending on how 
Homeland Security Chief Tom Ridge is feeling in the morning). 
And now we’re all watching the war in Iraq and the ardent oppo­
sition the rest of the world has for it.
Many students are canceling their study abroad plans and vaca­
tions because of safety concerns. Yet with all these problems, there 
has never been a better time to travel abroad. Why? Because it 
means there will be fewer obnoxious Americans spoiling the expe­
rience for everyone.
Don’t take this as being anti-American or unpatriotic, but let’s
be honest: Americans are the most 
intolerable and annoying tourists. 
^  Think about it. W ith fewer 
Americans abroad during wartime, you can visit the Louve in Paris 
without a screaming American child in a “Spongebob 
Squarepants” T-shirt nipping at your ankles. You can see Big Ben 
in London without a middle-aged fat man in a Hawaiian shirt 
brushing up against you in order to get a better view. There will be 
fewer tour buses filled with fanny-pack- wearing W'sconsinites on 
rheir first trip to Italy. The possibilities are endless. For once, you 
can enjoy a country with the locals instead of thousands of mini­
fan touting Americans.
According to the State Department, more than 40 million 
Americans travel abroad each year. During the 1991 Gulf War, the 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) reported that interna­
tional travel declined more than 25 percent. Combined with the 
still lingering fears from Sept. 11, officials expect the numbers to 
decrease even more this time around. Delta Airlines already cut 12 
percent of its flights as of the first week of the latest conflict in the 
Gulf, with more likely to follow in anticipation of weakening 
demand for international travel. Not only does this mean there 
will be fewer Americans, but it also means lower prices, another 
incentive to travel right now, some as low as $269.
But even with all these bonuses for travel right now, there are 
probably some hotspots you would probably want to avoid -  like 
the Middle East, Afghanistan, major cities in the Philippines and 
Indonesia -  where anti-Americanism is currently running high. 
Nevertheless, not even these sentiments should make anyone can­
cel their month-long surf trip to Indo this summer. However, there 
are some precautions everyone should take when they travel 
abroad during wartime.
One suggestion would be to keep a lower profile. This doesn’t 
mean you shouldn’t go wild at a bar in Rio de Janeiro, it just means 
maybe you shouldn’t wear that American flag sweater your grand­
ma knitted you for Christmas. And that Tiffany charm bracelet you 
got for high school graduation? Probably don’t need to bring in 
backpacking through Europe. Casually dress down and the likeli­
hood of encountering problems will be drastically decreased.
Above all else, the most important thing is not to psyche your­
self out. Traveling abroad was not, and is not currently, dangerous. 
Even with the current situation in Iraq, the (xlds of something hap­
pening to you while abroad are small. You’ll have an amazing trip, 
but just don’t act like an American.
Devin K ingdon is a journalism  jun io r and Mustang Daily staff 
writer.
Letters to the editor
Sometimes intervention is the answer 
Editor,
Regarding David Haskell’s letter (“Bush’s policies should he 
aK)ut peace,” April 4), 1 have absolutely never seen an espou-sal 
of views so glaringly ignorant of history, and indeed reality. If 
ANYTHING was learned after World War II, it is that war some­
times IS the answer. If the allies had not intervened and forcibly 
opposed Nazi Germany and imperial Japan, the entire world 
would have certainly fallen under their hegemony.
It is naive to think that through negotiatioas or diplomacy 
Hitler or Hirohito wcuild have come to dieir senses and realized 
the error of their ways. These are people who do not respond to 
these diplomatic pursuits, noble as their goab may he.
Lastly, antnher lesson that World War II should have taught us 
but apparently did not is that it is better to oppose evil when it is 
weak before it becomes strong. When it becomes strong, it gains 
the inertia of an advancing war machine and becomes far harder 
to stop.
We will liberate Iraq at the cost of hundreds, perhaps thcxi- 
sands, of American soldiers’ lives and an unknowable amount of 
Iraqi casualties. However, this problem is one that would need to 
be dealt with at stime point, as should have become clear over the 
last 12 years. If allowed to continue on the same course of “con­
tainment,” the cost of this conflict could have grown far beyond 
what is currently occurring.
Andrew Rowe is an aerospace graduate student.
Poly risks becoming an overpriced JC 
Editor,
Attention Cal Poly students! You are being EXPLOITED. 
The price of your education is rising every quarter, while the qual­
ity of your instruction is plummeting. Each successive quarter. 
Cal Poly is forced by budget cuts to limit class availability and stu­
dent resources. This forces the individual colleges to f i^ t for the 
scraps from Sacramento, resulting in more bullshit GEs for us to 
take (increased enrollment means increased funding).
The more GEs we have to take, the longer we have to stay 
here, and thus the more money they squeeze out of us. Add to 
this the ever-increasing fee hikes, and you’ve got one hell of a 
racket going. Now all of you are probably thinking, “It’s all the 
state’s fault, not my beloved Cal Poly,” but look at the wasted 
money all around us.
Tenured professors making gobs of money and teaching one or 
two classes. Expensive (and useless) A.V. equipment for almost 
every classroom. Hat-screen monitors all around. A ftill set of 
scuba gear just to change the lights on the bottom of the pool!
Last, hut not least, our completely useless Cal Poly rent-a-cop 
police force. I’m sure the regular San Luis Obispo Police could 
spare a couple of squad cars to sit at the comer of Grand Avenue 
and Perimeter Road to give hike tickets.
They say that Cal Poly is the best deal for university education 
in the United States, but if this goes unchecked it will be noth­
ing but an overpriced community college.
“W hat we need now is not just a regime change in 
Saddam Hussein and Iraq, but we need a regime change in 
the United States.”
He followed by telling Democratic voters that he will 
be better at dealing with the United Nations than 
President Bush is. As if the United Nations is an 
American president’s primary constituency. The more 
Kerry opens his mouth, the more I’m inclined to think 
Dick Gephardt’s chances for the nomination have been 
seriously underestimated.
Doing his best Tom Daschle imitation. Democratic 
presidential candidate Kerry called for “regime change” in 
the United States, comparing the brutality of Saddam’s 
military dictatorship to the democratically elected Bush 
administration. The rhetoric was over-the-top and out-of- 
bounds, especially since American soldiers are still slug­
ging it out in Baghdad.
Nevertheless, Kerry refuses to back down or apologize 
for his slur. Indeed, Kerry’s campaign press secretary 
Robert Gibbs -  presumably with a straight face -  respond­
ed, “Clearly, Sen. Kerry intended no disrespect or lack of 
support for our commander-in-chief during wartime.”
O f course, Kerry meant nothing BU T disdain and dis­
respect for President Bush. That this guy served his 
nation in Vietnam over 30 years ago is no excuse for 
undermining the troops and the nation at this perilous 
juncture in the war effort. W ith his military service, he 
should know better.
W hat a pathetic excuse for an Am erican. The 
Democrats should be so proud.
Jim  Patt is a physics senior.
Kerry's remarks were out of line 
Editor,
As news of American forces approaching Baghdad 
reached newspapers. Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., said.
Douglas Lyman is a resident o f Ch icopee, Mass.
Moore was out of line, but so are you 
Editor,
In response to Casey Comstock’s letter “Moore has 
nothing to complain about” (April 3), I agree that the 
Academy Awards were not the appropriate time or place 
for Michael Moore to speak his political views. However, 
during a time of war one is bound to hear all forms of 
opinion from artists, politicians and the general public. 
You complain about the “anti-American” propaganda, but 
how about the propaganda we are being fed by the media 
every time we sit down to watch the news? Just as you 
claimed Moore twisted his facts about Columbine to 
make a point, what do you think the news broadcasters 
are doing? They are showing the public what they choose 
in order to try and support this unjust war.
As for your attack on the anti-war protesters, if it were 
not for people like them who are not afraid to speak up for 
what they believe in, you and I would not have some of 
the rights we have today. People like those “tree-huggers 
that think they are making a difference” are the ones that 
made it possible for women to have the right to vote. 
They can make a difference.
And one more thing, not supporting the war and not 
supporting our troops are two entirely different things. I 
support our troops in that I want them to come home 
safely from a country that they never should have gone 
into in the first place.
M eghan  Kee ley is a m ic ro b io lo g y  sophom ore  w ho  
hopes for a sw ift and peacefu l end to  th is war.
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Health officials on alert 
after Calif. SARS cases
By Beth Fouhy
A ssociated Press W riter
SAN FRAN CISCO —  Public 
health officials in at least three 
California counties have reported 
potential new cases of the mysterious 
respiratory illness known as SARS 
—  though state officials had not 
added the cases to the official list of 
suspected infections on Tuesday, say­
ing they don't meet the "case defini­
tion" of the illness.
SARS, or sudden acute respiratory 
syndrome, has sickened more than 
2,600 people worldwide and led to 
over 100 deaths since it was first 
identified in November.
On Tuesday, California health 
officials put the total at 36 suspected 
cases statewide, down from 38 on 
Monday —  two cases which had 
been suspected as SARS were deter­
mined to be caused by other ailments 
and removed from the list. Either fig­
ure gives California more than a 
quarter of all suspected cases in the
United States.
At the same time, health officials 
in Kern, Stanislaus and Santa Clara 
counties identified at least three 
more potential cases each.
In Bakersfield, a woman in her 70s 
was briefly hospitalized last week on 
suspicion of SARS after returning 
from a trip to China.
Dr. Boyce Dulan, Kem County's 
director of disease control, said 
Tuesday his department is trying to 
track down anyone who may have 
come in contact with the woman 
while she was showing symptoms —  
particularly anyone who sat near her 
on the return flight.
One case has also been reported in 
San Diego County.
Symptoms include a fever of 100.4 
degrees or more and plus respiratory 
difficulty. The illness is thought to 
have originated in mainland China 
or Hong Kong, and only people who 
have recently traveled in Asia or 
been in direct contact with someone 
who has are considered at risk.
BIKERS
continued from page 1
pants riding bicycles around town 
dressed up in unique costumes and 
chanting “Bring our troops home.”
The event is designed to bring 
people together to support for 
Am erican troops in Iraq, said 
forestry and natural resources 
senior and event coordinator 
Richard Dennis. The event will be 
held on the first Saturday of each 
month until all American soldiers 
return home.
Dennis and industrial technolo­
gy senior Billy Summers both real­
ize that the troops will not be com­
ing home soon, so showing support 
to them while having a good time is 
one way for college students to con­
tribute to the effort.
Dennis and Summers designated 
three locations before the event 
gets underway, and they lead the 
ride. A t each location, participants 
were required to consume a variety 
of foods and beverages within a six- 
hour period.
“The key element of the event is 
to create discussion and consume
all foods and beverages before con­
tinuing the journey on to the next 
location,” Summers said.
The event’s participants shared 
different beliefs and political 
stances about the war in Iraq. Many 
students voiced their opinions to 
one another as the day progressed 
at each location.
“I’ve been an active American 
citizen my entire life, and 1 refuse 
to let President Bush kill in our 
name for his personal gain of the 
second-largest oil supply in the 
world, which is worth $4 trillion,” 
said Cal Poly graduate Brandon 
Fallon. “1 want all our troops to 
come back home as soon as possi­
ble.”
In addition, Dennis said riding a 
bicycle, walking or roller skating 
are alternative ways to decrease our 
dependency on oil.
Other students expressed their 
views on the war to stop a rogue 
regime and liberate the Iraqi peo­
ple.
Dennis gained the inspiration to 
put on the event from watching the 
largest peace demonstration in his­
tory on Feb. 15. More than 10 mil­
lion people participated in the
“i wanted to create my 
own peaceful demons tra  ^
tion with a twist o f fun 
and excitement for my feU 
low students.''
Richard Dennis
event coordinator
demonstration, which took place in 
600 cities around the world.
“The 10 million people (who) 
came out on that historic day blew 
my mind,” Dennis said. “I wanted 
to create my own peaceful demon­
stration with a twist of fun and 
excitement for my fellow students.” 
Summers said he encourages 
next month’s participants to wear 
unique costumes and come ready to 
have a good time.
“My favorite part of the event 
was piecing together the evening 
that next day with the help of 
video camera,” Summers said. “As 1 
can remember, it was an epic 
adventure on my tandem bike 
throughout San Luis Obispo.”
viAwm )
CP'IT KEWS niRECrOR
Qualifications: Jour 333 & 353 
Applications available In the Journalism Dept.
DEADLINE: April 22,2003
Jour. Dept 26-228 
Attn: Shannon Connolly 
Ashley Bridges «  «
Questions: cptvpolyvlsion@hotmail.com
It's that time again,,.
The Mustang Daily Editor in-chief 
is leaving for greener pastures 
(even if that means unemployment)
Qualifications include two quarters tenure on Mustang Daily 
Experience at a professional newspaper is a plus.
Submit resume, clips and business plan by April 21 to: 
Stephen Curran, Editor in Chief,
Bldg. 26, room 226
C^ RP Speaker Series Presents
Fre* to SlaH, Faculty, Students and the Public
W hat do a  rock 'n' roll star and a venture capitalist 
have in common? Come to the talk and hnd o u t ..
"Venture Capital for Your Idea"
David Cretnin
Manoging Partner, DFJ Frontier Fund 
Thursday, April 10, 2003, 11:00 AM  -  Noon 
Chumosh Auditorium (Bldg. 65, Rm. 207)
"All About Patents"
Thomas F. Lebens, Patent Attorney 
An informative talk about patenting your ideas 
Tuesday, April 15, 2003, 11 ;00 AM  -  Noon 
Science Building 52, Room E27
RSVP to Mike Monchok ot 756-5551 or 
mmanchok@c rpi , ,.edu
Classified Advertising
Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 ( 805)  756-1143
He l p  W a n t e d
If you have had two or fewer 
episodes of bacterial sinusitis in the 
past 12 months, C M R G  is actively 
looking for sinusitis research 
, candidates, 18 years or older, for 
our clinical research trial. Ca ll 805- 
549-7570 for more information. 
Travel/time compensation paid.
Patio Project
Some cement and/or tile exp. 
flex, hours - any days Mon - Sat 
Name your price 
Ca lIJ im  544-5477
C M R G  is actively looking for 
vaginitis research candidates who 
are experiencing itching, burning or 
irritation associated with a yeast 
infection and are over 18 years of 
age for an investigational drug 
resesarch study. Call 805-549-
7570 for more information. 
Travel/time compensation paid.
E m p l o y m e n t
C A M P  W AYNE FO R G IRLS 
Northeast Pennsylvania (6/19- 
8/16/03) Children’s sleep-away 
camp. If you love children and want 
to have a G REAT  SU M M ER , we 
are still looking for Directors for 
Swimming, Golf, Tennis, Drama, 
Camping/Nature, High & Low 
Ropes and A ss ’t Directors for 
Sports and Gymnastics, 
Counselors for Tennis, 
Gymnastics, Team Sports, 
Swimming (W.S.I.), Sailing, 
Water-skiing, Ceram ics, Batik, 
Jewelry, Calligraphy, Guitar, 
Aerobics, Self-Defense, Video, 
Piano. Other positions: Group 
leaders, Administrative/Driver, 
Nurses (RN ’s). On campus 
interviews April 16th. Call 800- 
279-3019 or
www.campwaynegirls.com
E m p l o y m e n t
Full and PT  positions for sa les 
associate at a busy, large jewelry 
store in SLO . Sa les exp. required, 
jewelry exp. preferred 
Good starting wage boe. C losed 
Sundays at All That Glitters.
209 Madonna Rd. P laza 
544-4367
E m p l o y m e n t  I Renta l  Hou s i n g
SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com
ClassHi«ds
756-1143
V ^ Ï U V / V  J U '
FUN - SUMMER
www.daycampjobs.com
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS 
NEEDED
No experience necessary!! 
Earn up to $150- $450/dayl! 
Call for immediate exposure: 
1-888-820-0164 ext. 950
Bartender Trainees 
Needed
Earn $100-200/shift.
Int’l. Bartender in town 1 week 
only. Day/eve. classes, 
limited seating, call today 800- 
859-4109 www.bartenduea.la
Part and full time positions a v a il. '
Day Cam ps Seek Summer Staff 
Residing in the San Fernando 
or Conejo Valleys $2800+ 
888-784-CAMP 
www.workatcamp.com
E X P O S ED  CASTING  
Movie extras/models needed! 
Earn $150-600/day. Local 
castings. No experience 
necessary!
Call 1-888-820-0164 x950
A n n o u n c e m e n t s
Mandatory Club Meeting
for all clubs participating in 
Open House Thursday, April 10, 
2003.
11:00am in 03-213. Booth 
locations will be distributed. 
Questions? Call 756-7576
AAA Membership and Auto 
Insurance.
Discounts for
teachers and good students.
. Call 782-4875, ask for S te ve ..
60 Casa  St.
Townhouses. Now taking 
applications for Sept. 10. 
Non-smoker, quiet, no pets. 
Houses for rent also!
Call Bea 543-7555
Don’t m iss out on your choice of 
housing for the 2003-2004 school 
year. 1 and 2 bedrooms available. 
www.slorentals.com.
H o m e s  For  Sale
Houses and condos for sale 
For a free list of all houses and 
condos for sale in SLO  call Nelson 
Real Estate 546-1990 or email 
Steve @ slohomes.com
FIXER UPPER -  Bargains. 
These homes need work, lowest 
prices. Ca ll for a free list. Free 
recorded message 1-866-315-4636 
. ID# 3334, Century 21 S LP
t V( M.
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Track and Field
'Stangs notch five  
first-p lace finishes
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
Fr e s n o  —  The Cai Poiymen’s and women’s track and field reams concluded compe­
tition at the 75th Annual Boh 
Mathias Fresno Relays on Saturday 
with five first-place finishes in the 
non-team scoring meet.
For the men’s team, John Walker 
was the top collegiate finisher in 
the 400-meter hurdles in 54.95. 
Richard Nero earned the ninner-up 
time of 56.34.
Gil Rocha earned a first place 
finish in the discus with a personal 
best throw of 169 feet, 9 inches.
Jon Takahashi finished first in 
the pole vault with a 17’0.25” jump.
For the women’s team, LeBren 
Martin ran a personal best and fin­
ished first in the 200 meter in 24.52 
seconds. Martin also ran a team 
season-best 56.33 and finished first 
in the 400 meter.
Cortney Stafford was the top 
collegiate finisher and earned a per­
sonal record in the triple jump with 
a 40’11.75” jump.
Three Cal Poly athletes compet­
ed in the UCLA Rafer 
Johnson/Jackie Joyner-Kersee 
Invitational also on Saturday. Ryan 
James finished first in the javelin 
with a 216’9" throw. Stephanie 
Brown threw the shot put 54’11.25” 
and was the top collegiate finisher 
in the event. Brown was also the 
top collegiate finisher in the discus 
with a 178’ 10” throw. Kaylene 
Wagner finished first in the high 
jump by matching her personal 
record of 5’10.75”.
TTie Cal Poly men’s and women’s 
track and field teams return to 
action April 17 through 19 when 
they send team members to the Mt. 
Sac College Relays and the Long 
Beach Invitational.
Baseball
Olson named Co- 
Pitcher o f the Week
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
Cal Poly freshman left-hander 
Garrett Olson, who combined with 
Tony Saipe to throw the first 
Mustang no-hitter since moving to 
Division 1 prior to the 1995 season, 
has been named Big West 
Conference Co-Pitcher of the 
Week.
Olson becomes the first Mustang 
to earn the award this season after a 
stellar performance against 
Southern Utah March 25. Olson 
pitched 7.1 innings of no-hit hall, 
allowing five walks while striking 
out six. Tlie Mustang lefty battled 
the elements in Cedar City, Utah, 
with temperatures in the low 40s, 
light snow flurries and winds that 
reached up to 25 mph.
Freshmen right-hander Dustin 
Miller of Cal State Fullerton shares 
the award with Olson. Miller 
earned the award for the third time 
this season.
Cal Poly Rugby
Cal Poly play- 
er/coach 
Mark 
Madonna 
played on the 
alumni team 
Saturday. Cal 
Poly's second 
and third 
sides compet­
ed against 
former 
Mustangs at 
the Sports 
Complex.
MATT WECHTER/
MUSTANG DAILY
Alums join Sweet 16 party
ByCaitlin O'Farrell
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
Cal Poly’s rugby alumni weekend 
kicked off with a match-up of former 
Mustangs, fund raising for playoffs 
and lots of old friends.
Cal Poly’s second and third sides 
played against former Mustangs of all 
ages on Saturday at the Cal Poly 
Sports Complex. The game was split 
into four 25-minute quarters so all of 
the alumni and second side players 
could l^ e rotated in and get a chance 
to participate, said team fund-raising 
officer Jeff Dunlap.
Alumni weekend started with din­
ner and drinks at Spike’s Friday night.
“The current team got together 
with the older guys and talked, 
laughed and had some beers,” senior 
Matt Gallagher said. “1 think every­
one had a great time catching up with 
guys they haven’t seen in a while and
meeting some of the older guys. It is a 
great way to network.”
After the game Saturday, the team 
joined the remaining alumni at 
Moose Lodge for a barbecue, an 
awards banquet and auction and raf­
fle to raise money for the team, said 
fourth-year player Nick Giacalone.
Following the barbecue the team 
celebrated the day at Mother’s 
Tavern, Gallagher said.
“All in all, the weekend was a great 
success; we raised a lot of money for 
our trip, the alumni got to come out 
and show us they still have it and our 
second and third sides put up an 
amazing game for them,” he said.
Alumni weekend ended Sunday 
morning with brunch and an Alumni 
Chapter meeting at Mission Grill. It 
was a chance for the alumni to get 
together and talk about rugby, fami­
lies and old friends, said former team 
captain and President John Kunz.
“This is a great opportunity to 
catch up with guys 1 don’t often see 
anymore because everyone is so busy 
now with their post-college lives,” 
Kunz said.
The rugby team held a raffle, sold 
merchandise and food and accepted 
donations trying to raise money for 
their trip to West Point Academy in 
New York, April 19 and 20. They 
will play in the first round of the 
Sweet 16 tournament, said team 
member Jason Lauritsen.
The Sweet 16s are the playoff tour­
nament to determine the national 
champions. UC Berkeley has won the 
championship for 12 consecutive 
years. Cal Poly has been to playoffs 
three straight years, Giacalone said.
The national championship game 
will take place on May 5 in Virginia 
Beach, Va., according to the USA 
Rugby Web site.
Cal Poly Badminton
'Underground sport'goes mainstream
By Ryan McAdams
MUSTANG DAILY DAILY STAFF WRITER
The Cal Poly badminton club 
team swept a three-way match on 
Saturday, defeating Pasadena City 
College 8-7 and Cal Tech 15-2.
It was the team’s lone home match 
of the seasLTn. Because they are the 
northernmost team in the Southern 
California Collegiate Badminton 
League, the Mustangs are usually on 
the road.
Much like tennis, badminton has 
singles players and doubles teams and 
are ranked from Nos. 1 through 3 in 
each category —  men’s singles and 
doubles, women’s singles and doubles 
and mixed doubles.
Cal Poly’s No. 1 men’s singles play­
er is freshman Charlie Do, while 
.sophomore Tram Nguyen has the No. 
1 women’s spot. Both played bad­
minton competitively in high schtx>l 
and feel the level of competition and 
intensity at Cal Poly is much lower.
“It would be more fun if more peo­
ple would come out and we would 
have more competition,” Nguyen 
said. “We play to have fun.”
John IXiane is the Mustangs’ cap­
tain and club president. He first got 
involved in the club for athletic and 
social reasons.
“It’s a g(xxl way to meet people and 
stay fit,” Doane .said of the club. “It is 
a great group to be a part of.”
Badminton is scored much like 
volleyball, in which a player or team 
can only score on its own serve. The 
men play best of three games to 15 
p<iints while the women play best of 
three games to 11 pciints.
Popularity for the badminton club 
is hard to come by at Cal Poly 
because its practice times are at night 
and there’s an underlying myth about 
the sport that Nguyen finds a fallacy.
“Everyone thinks it’s an Asian 
sp<Trt,” Nguyen said, “but the pros are 
in Finland, Dublin (Ireland) and 
Germany. They’re really good.”
The club is not hard to find —  the 
team practices from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays in the Rec 
Center and 9 to 11 p.m. on Sundays 
in Mott Gym. Badminton is much 
faster than tennis and volleyball 
because there are no bounces allowed 
and the shuttlectKk is only touched 
once on each side of the net at a time.
mustang
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This results in a very quick tempo.
Despite the excitement in bad­
minton and the conditioning that 
ensues, many students still don’t 
know that Cal Poly has a club team.
“We’re like the underground 
sport,” Nguyen said.
Badminton draws different kinds of 
athletes —  those who are quicker and 
can place shots rather than swing the 
racket hard are more successful.
“I’m faster than 1 am strong,” Do 
.said of what draws him to the spirtt. 
“It’s finesse over strength.”
Teammate Richard Fong agrees.
“It’s more about developing your 
shots and then just placing them over 
the net and out-thinking your oppo­
nent,” Fong said.
Saturday’s individual results 
included a 2-0 day for Doane in sin­
gles and a 2-0 day for him and his 
doubles partner. Do. Nguyen was 1-0 
in doubles with teammate Ramona 
Chan, but she and P>o each suffered a 
loss in singles play.
The club will compete at nationals 
April 19 and 20 at UC San Diego.
To contact the club e-mail Doane 
at monah81@aol.com.
SCORES
baseball . , 7
uc riverside 8
SAS£e;Vi.L 9
UC riverside 7
BASEEtVi.L . . 16
UC riverside 12
5
sac state 2
pasadena city
8
7
cal tech
Ì Ì
2
SCHEDULE
W  PÍ4LO 7:45 p.m.; sat. 2:15 p.m.
''• regional t o u r n e y ®  rec center
ULTIMATE FRI$B€E sat.., aprii 12,11 a m, 
S W  s e c t i o n a l s  ®  sports complex
M E rj'S p O L F  mon.-tues., aprii 14-15 
''•fidelity nati. ®  arroyo grande
W O M fN ^S (4OLF mon.-tues., aprii 14-15 
''•spring invite ©arroyogrande
\A O M e i’STErjlMIS» . sat., aprii 12,2 p.m. 
''•cs northndge ©caipoiy
MEN'S :,rNNI& sat., aprii 12,10 am, 
' ' • U C  davis ©calpoly
WEN'SÜFNNI?; . . sun., aprii 13, noon 
''•uc riverside ©caipoiy
^F'r'tiA l L sat., april 12, noon, 2 p.m. 
•long beach  ©caipoiy
i.OFTBAi.. sun., april 13, noonong beach ©caipoiy
STATS I
By the numbers
Stolen bases for Cal 
Poly second  basem en  
A dam  Leavitt, tops on  
the team. Leavitt has­
n't been caught steal­
ing this season.
8
M u stan g  Pat Breen 
leads the team w ith  
eight hom e runs this 
season. He's also hit­
ting .369 at the plate.
TRIVIA
today s question
W ho are the only three play' 
ers in NCAA  Tournament histoj 
to record a triple-double?
Submit answers to: jliackso@calpoly.edu
Tuesday's question
VVhich two CU^
NBA coaches played 
at North Carolina? 
George Karl and Larry Brown
Congratulations Christopher A. Ramirez!!
Sports editor Jacob Jackson can 
be reached at 756-1796 or jljack- 
so@calpoly.edu.
